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                Hybrid,
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                Hybrid,
yet simple to use

            

                            
                EURBASE is a hybrid stable coin partially collateralized by EUR deposits and partially in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Traders who find difficulty in bitcoin trading can take the help of a reliable automated platform. Bitcoin prime is a popular crypto robot that allows the trading of various cryptocurrencies. Read the bitcoin prime betrug blog to find the features of this trading bot. You can change EBASE to EUR and vice versa at any time on ETERBASE exchange with its integrated IBAN accounts.

            

        

    



    
        
            
                
                ESMA definition

                EURBASE falls under the definition of a payment token under the ESMA definition

            

            
                
                Compliant

                EURBASE is fully compliant with AMLD5 and GDPR within the code structure.

            

        

    



    
        
            
            Stablecoin name / Ticker

            EURBASE / EBASE

            Contract address

            0x86fadb80d8d2cff3c3680819e4da99c10232ba0f

            Contract audit report  

            Check on Etherscan.io
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            Learn more about our vision and technological details of EURBASE stablecoin in our whitepaper.
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                            2019 Q3

                            EURBASE will be introduced on the Eterbase Exchange as a main trading pair

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            

                        

                        
                            Q3

                            EURBASE will be listed on several other exchanges including trading bots. If you are able to trade them with trading bots like Quantum AI, you can be free from the tension of manual trading. Because they execute trades accurately on the user’s behalf with maximum win rate. Also, you can verify is Quantum AI a scam or not before getting started with the platform for trading.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            

                        

                        
                            2020 Q1

                            EURBASE will be integrated into additional exchanges and wallet providers

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            

                        

                        
                            Q2

                            EURBASE will do initial ATM and POS integration

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            

                        

                        
                            Q3-Q4

                            Possible global expansion and major marketing campaign

                        

                    

                

            

        

    



    
        
            
            Whitepaper

            Learn more about our vision and technological details of EURBASE stablecoin in our whitepaper.

            Read whitepaper
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                        Contact

                        ETERBASE a.s.
                        


                        
                            Hurbanovo námestie 3

                            811 06 Bratislava

                            Slovakia, European Union
                        

                        

                        Send us a message
                    

                    
                        Social media

                        	Telegram
	Twitter
	Medium
	Discord


                        Useful links

                        	Trade EURBASE
	Presskit
	Whitepaper
	Contract audit report
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